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Abstract 

Knowledge-intensive workers, such as academic researchers, medical professionals 
or patent engineers, have a demanding need of searching information relevant to 
their work. Content-based recommender system (CBRS) makes recommendation by 
analyzing similarity of textual contents between documents and users’ preferences. 
Although content-based filtering has been one of the promising approaches to 
document recommendations, it encounters the over-specialization problem. CBRS 
tends to recommend documents that are similar to what have been in user’s 
preference profile. Rationally, citations in an article represent the 
intellectual/affective balance of the individual interpretation in time and domain 
understanding. A cited article shall be associated with and may reflect the subject 
domain of its citing articles. Our study addresses the over-specialization problem to 
support the information needs of researchers. We propose a Reference Topic-based 
Document Recommendation (RTDR) technique, which exploits the citation 
information of a focal user’s preferred documents and thereby recommends 
documents that are relevant to the subject domain of his or her preference. Our 
primary evaluation results suggest the outperformance of the proposed RTDR to the 
benchmarks. 

Keywords: Recommender systems, document recommendation, subject-relevant 
recommendation, topic-based recommendation, content-based recommendation. 
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Introduction 

Fast development of information technology has accelerated the growth and spread of information. 
Sheer volumes of information have led people to difficulties in information search and management 
(Lee & Lee, 2004). Recommender system (RS), a subclass of information filtering system, is a 
well-known technique to predict what the target users might be interested in by analyzing their profile 
(Zhen et al., 2010). Previous studies have shown that appropriate personalized recommendations can 
lower users’ information overload (Liang et al. 2007; Liang et al. 2008). In real-life applications, many 
e-commerce websites, such as Amazon.com, eBay, CDNOW, Moviefinder, and etc., have applied RSs 
to analyze important product attributes and customer characteristics (Linden et al. 2003; Liu et al. 
2007; Polat & Du 2008; Senecal & Nantel 2004; Wei et al. 2010; Wei et al. 2002; Xiao & Benbasat 
2007; Yang et al. 2010; Chen et al. 2004). Previous studies indicated that RSs could effectively provide 
recommendations appealing to customers to enhance sale volumes for businesses (Chen et al., 2004; 
Cao & Li, 2007; Choi & Ahn, 2011; Ampazis, 2008). 

Recent studies have focused on the recommendation of textual information, such as news and article 
recommendations (Konstan et al. 1997; Lang 1995; Phelan et al. 2009; Pazzani & Billsus 1997; 
Semeraro et al. 2007; Liang et al 2008; Ku et al. 2012). Content-based filtering (CBF) is a kind of 
recommendation approaches that makes recommendations on the basis of textual features extracted 
from documents (Alspector et al., 1998; Liang et al., 2007). It assumes customers are interested in 
items that share similar attribute values with their previously stated or observed preferences 
(Balabanovic & Shoham, 1997; Herlocker et al., 1999; Wei et al., 2002). Specifically, CBF makes 
recommendations by analyzing the similarity between the target user’s profile and the item’s textual 
content (Mooney and Roy, 2000; Balabanovic & Shoham, 1997; Herlocker et al., 1999). Usually, the 
target user’s profile is represented as a set of terms, typically the informative words, by analyzing the 
items that he/she has reviewed. Similarly, the items to be evaluated are also represented using the 
same set of terms with different weights. CBF has been applied in various recommendation scenarios 
involving textual documents such as books, Web sites, and news media (Cheng & Hu, 2007). 

Knowledge-intensive workers such as academic researchers, who must seek information relevant to 
their research topics or questions confronted in different research stages (Kuhlthau, 1993; Vakkari, 
2003), have demanding needs in searching academic and publishers’ libraries. However, the quantity 
of academic articles is increasing at an accelerating pace. A total of over 50 million academic articles 
have been published from 1665 to 2009 (Jinha, 2010). Previous studies indicate that the information 
needs of researchers would vary with the problems or difficulties they face in different stages 
(Kuhlthau 1993; Wang & Sogergel, 1998; Vakkari, 2003). Usually, general information related to the 
subjects or questions that they are exploring or understanding are required and it becomes more 
specific as approaching the end of their task. Wilson (1973) proposed the concept of situational 
relevance in information retrieval. Situationally relevant items of information are those that answer, 
or logically help to answer user’s questions of concern. Specifically, it is assumed that all the possible 
answers to a question constitute the user’s concern sets. An item of information is directly relevant 
situationally if it is a member of a concern set; or indirectly relevant situationally if it is relevant but 
not a member of a concern set (Wilson, 1973). Furthermore, she argued that users might prefer 
information, which could change personal knowledge or perception status when searching 
information online (Huang, 1997). As a summary, an article recommender system shall recommend 
documents not only similar but also pertinent to the subjects of focal users’ preference to satisfy their 
information needs. 

To address the needs for recommending documents pertinent to users’ preferences or to their tasks at 
hand, previous studies have proposed task-focused document (or literature) recommendation 
technique, which analyzes focal user’s task profile (e.g., usage log) for making recommendations 
(Mobasher et al. 2000; Srivastava et al. 2000; Hwang & Chuang 2004). Moreover, some research 
proposed a semantic-expansion approach, which takes keywords as document concepts and expanded 
them by a semantic network in order to recommend documents that are semantically relevant to a 
focal user’s preference (Liang et al., 2008; Ku et al., 2012). Nevertheless, most of them make 
recommendations according to content similarities between documents and a focal user’s profile. As a 
result, such recommendations could be over-specialized that recommended documents similar to 
those in the focal user’s profile (Shardanand & Maes 1995; Hwang et al. 2010). Though Herlocker and 
konston (2001) proposed a content-independent task-focused recommendation approach, it made 
recommendation on the basis of item associations constructed using users’ interest ratings (Herlocker 
& konston 2001). 
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The citations in the article represent the intellectual/affective balance of the individual interpretation 
in time and domain understanding (Cronin 1984). The presence of a citation may signify that an 
author has been influenced by the work of another author, but it cannot, on its own, say anything 
about the extent or strength of the influence (Martyn 1964). Furthermore, the sum of citations to a 
certain paper, author or journal from a representative sample offers an acceptable surrogate of that 
paper’s, author’s, or journal’s influence on a corresponding research subject or field (Culnan 1986). In 
brief, a cited article shall be associated with and reflect the subject domain of the citing articles. To 
address the over-specialization problem of CBF approach in recommending documents, our study 
intends to exploit citation information pertaining to a focal user’s document preferences or task 
profile for making personalized document recommendations. First of all, our study analyzes the 
contents of references in documents of interest as a whole. Generally, the citations in an article could 
be in a large number and might cover various subject domains relevant to the article. We therefore 
propose Reference Topic-based Document Recommendation (RTDR) technique to discover latent 
topics inherent in the references for recommending articles relevant to focal user’s preference or task. 

In this line, our study will address two research questions: 

l Can the proposed RTDR improve performance of research article recommendations? 

l Can reference information help accurately identify useful research articles for researchers? 

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 reviews the prior research relevant to 
our study. Section 3 depicts the overall process of our proposed RTDR technique. Section 4 describes 
the experimental design and the evaluation results of the proposed RTDR technique. Finally, we 
conclude the study and provide some research findings in Section 5. 

Literature Review 

Recommender Systems and Document Recommendation 

Recommender system makes recommendations by sifting through a vast collection of services or 
items to identify those that appear relevant or interesting to focal customers. Several recommendation 
approaches have been proposed and classified according to different characteristics in literature 
(Resnick & Varian 1997; Pazzani 1999; Schafer et al. 1999; Burke 2002; Wei et al. 2002; Beyah et al. 
2003). For example, Wei et al. (2002) observed the type of data and the recommendation approaches 
and accordingly divided RSs into six categories, including popularity-based, content-based, 
collaborative-filtering, association-based, demographics-based, and reputation-based RSs.  

Collaborative filtering (CF) and Content-based filtering (CBF) approaches are commonly used to 
develop RSs (Basilico and Hofmann 2004). The CF approach makes recommendations on the basis of 
the preferences of a referent user group rather than essential features or attributes of items that the 
focal users have favored or not. That is, CF approach associates a focal user with other users whose 
preferences are highly similar and utilizes the collective preferences of his or her referent user group 
(without referring to the contents of items) to make appropriate recommendations (Billsus and 
Pazzani 1998; Breese et al. 1998). Specifically, CF approach first identifies a set of “nearest neighbors” 
whose known preferences significantly correlate with those of the focal user using a specific similarity 
function. Preference to an item can then be measured for the focal user using the known preferences 
of these nearest neighbors (Herlocker et al. 1999). The CF approach delivers personalized 
recommendations, using the preferences of other users, and provides several advantages that are not 
offered by the CBF approach (Balabanovic & Shoham 1997; Herlocker et al. 1999). For example, by 
analyzing other users’ preferences rather than item features, it can be appropriate for recommending 
items whose contents cannot be processed automatically. Furthermore, it is capable of recommending 
items on the basis of quality and taste. However, CF approach encounters some problems in real 
world situations. In practice, users may have rated only a few items, resulting in a highly sparse 
user-preference matrix. CF approach will be ineffective to users who do not have a sufficient number 
of co-rated items with other users. Besides, CF approach also suffers the cold-start problems, where 
items that have not been rated by a sufficient number of users cannot be effectively recommended. As 
a result, CF approach has an inherent tendency of recommending popular items (Mooney and Roy 
2000). Finally, CF approach usually faces the scalability problem because of the pair-wise user 
similarity measure for identifying most similar neighbors. 

CBF approach analyzes the essential features or attributes of a focal user’s preference items rather 
than the preferences of his/her referent group. Therefore, CBF approach recommends to a focal user 
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the items highly relevant or similar to those he/she previously purchased or showed interests 
(Balabanovic & Shoham 1997; Herlocker et al. 1999). Given a set of items with known preference 
classes as the training examples, CBF approach can be supported by supervised classification learning 
algorithms to construct the personalized recommendation model. The general process of the CBF 
approach consists of feature extraction and selection, representation, recommendation model learning, 
and recommendation generation (Adomavicius & Tuzhilin 2005; Wei et al. 2002). In general, CBF 
assumes that there are important associations among products which can be analyzed, measured, and 
compared, according to their respective content attribute values (Alspector et al. 1998; Liang et al. 
2007); as a result, it has been widely used in textual content recommendations, such as books, Web 
sites, and news media (Cheng & Hu 2007). The underlying rationale is that customers might be 
interested in the document if it has attribute values similar to their previously stated or observed 
preferences (Balabanovic & Shoham 1997; Herlocker et al. 1999; Wei et al. 2002). Examples of 
content-based RSs include Syskill & Webert for recommending Web pages (Pazzani & Billsus 1997), 
NewsWeeder for recommending news-group messages (Lang 1995), and InformationFinder for 
recommending textual documents (Krulwich & Burkey 1996). 

However, traditional CFB approach, making recommendations by assessing the similarity of content 
attributes between documents, may encounter the over-specialization problem. That is, the 
documents recommended are restricted to those that are similar to focal user’s profile (Shardanand & 
Maes 1995; Hwang et al. 2010). Previous research proposed a semantic-based approach to address the 
limitations of CBF approach (Middleton et al. 2009). Instead of keyword matching, semantic-based 
approach measures the similarity between documents by their semantic meanings and recommends 
documents that are semantically similar to the focal user’s profile (Liang et al. 2008; Ku et al. 2012). 
Though semantic-based approach expands document concepts by its content (e.g., keywords), it does 
not address well the over-specialization problem. Moreover, Herlocker and konston (2001) proposed a 
content-independent task-focused recommendation approach, which makes recommendation on the 
basis of item associations constructed using existing users’ interest ratings. Hwang et al. proposed a 
co-authorship network-based task-focused approach that measures the similarity of co-authorship 
between documents to identify the recommendable documents. Though the content-independent 
approach can alleviate the over-specialization problem, the documents they recommend may not be 
appropriate because the recommendation is made on the basis of other users’ preferences. 

Approaches to Topic Discovery 

In this section, we review the approaches, including the traditional document clustering and Latent 
Dirichlet Allocation (LDA) that are adopted for discovering topics among references in our study. 

Traditional Document Clustering 

Document clustering groups similar documents into distinct clusters by analyzing document contents. 
A document in a resulting cluster exhibits maximal similarity to the documents in the same cluster 
and shares minimal similarity with those in other clusters. Most document clustering techniques 
emphasize document contents analysis and typically consist of three phases: feature extraction and 
selection, document representation, and clustering (Wei et al. 2006). 

Feature extraction starts with document parsing to produce a set of features (e.g., nouns and noun 
phrases), excluding pre-specified non-semantic-bearing words; i.e., stopwords. Representative 
features are then selected from the extracted features. Feature selection is critical to clustering 
effectiveness and efficiency because it reduces the number of the extracted features and removes the 
potential biases existing in the original (untrimmed) feature set (Dumais et al. 1998; Roussinov & 
Chen 1999). Common feature selection metrics include term frequency (TF), term frequency and 
inverse document frequency (TF×IDF), and their hybrids (Boley et al., 1999; Larsen & Aone, 1999). 
The subsequent document representation phase chooses the k features that have the highest selection 
scores to represent each document. As a result, each document (in the corpus) is represented by a 
feature vector and jointly defined by the k features selected. A review of previous research suggests 
several salient feature representation methods, including binary (i.e., presence versus absence of a 
feature in a document), within-document TF, and TF×IDF (Larson & Aone, 1999; Roussinov & Chen, 
1999; Wei et al., 2006). In the final clustering phase, the source documents are grouped into distinct 
clusters on the basis of the selected features and their respective values in each document. Common 
clustering approaches include partitioning-based (Boley et al., 1999; Cutting et al., 1992; Larson & 
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Aone, 1999; Spangler et al., 2003), hierarchical (Roussinov & Chen, 1999; Wei et al. 2006), and 
Kohonen neural networks (Guerrero et al., 2002; Roussinov & Chen, 1999).  

Latent Dirichlet Allocation 

To address the problem of document retrieval through a keyword search, prior research has developed 
probabilistic topic modeling algorithm to discover and annotate large archives of documents with 
thematic information. Then, users can identify the theme they are interested in and accordingly 
examine and retrieve the documents of interest. The goal of topic modeling is to automatically 
discover the hidden structure of topics from a collection of observed documents. Topic modeling 
algorithms generally are statistical methods that analyze documents words to discover the themes 
within them, associations among those themes, and their evolutions over time (Blei, 2012). 

Latent Dirichlet Allocation (LDA), the simplest algorithm of topic modeling, is proposed by Blei et al. 
(2003) to discover themes existing in the document collection. The basic assumption of LDA is that 
documents exhibit multiple topics, each of which is defined as a distribution over a fixed vocabulary. 
Besides, it also assumes that the topics are generated prior to the documents (or any data). LDA is 
said to be simple because it follows a two-stage generative process to generate the words for each 
document. First, it randomly chooses a distribution over topics. Secondly, for each word in a 
document, it randomly chooses a topic from the distribution over topics, and then randomly chooses a 
word from the corresponding distribution over the vocabulary. In another word, each word in each 
document is drawn from one of the topics, where the selected topic is chosen from the per-document 
distribution over topics. In LDA, all the documents in the collection share the same set of topics, but 
each document exhibits those topics in different proportion.  

LDA is one kind of probabilistic modeling, which treats data as arising from a generative process that 
includes hidden variables. This generative process defines a joint probability distribution over both 
observed and hidden random variables. In LDA, the observed variables are the words of the 
documents; the hidden variables are the topic structure; and the task of inferring the hidden topic 
structure from the documents is to compute the posterior distribution of the conditional 
distribution of the hidden variables given to the documents, which is defined as follows: 
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where p(W1:D) is the probability of seeing the observed corpus under any topic model, β1:K are topics, βi 
is a distribution of topic i over the vocabulary, θd is the topic proportion in document d, θd,k is the topic 
proportion of topic k in document d, zd,n is the topic assignments for the word n in document d, wd,n is 
the observed word n in document d, an element from the fixed vocabulary. 

Theoretically, the number of possible topic structures is exponentially large, and thus, the posterior is 
not able to compute. Modern probabilistic modeling research has developed efficient methods to 
approximate the posterior that can be categorized into sampling-based and variational algorithms. 
Sampling-based algorithms attempt to collect samples from the posterior to approximate it with an 
empirical distribution. The most commonly used sampling algorithm for topic modeling is Gibbs 
sampling, where we construct a Markov chain whose limiting distribution is the posterior (Steyvers & 
Griffiths, 2006). In contrast, variational methods are a deterministic alternative to sampling-based 
algorithms. Rather than approximating the posterior with samples, variational methods posit a 
parameterized family of distributions over the hidden structure and then find the member of that 
family that is closest to the posterior (Blei et al., 2003). 

Design of Reference Topic-based Document Recommendation 
(RTDR) Technique 

For making document recommendation, most of the content-based recommendation techniques 
measure the similarity between documents and user’s preference, on the basis of their titles, abstracts, 
and/or keywords. Therefore, the documents recommended by the content-based approach are usually 
restricted to what the focal user has read or known; that is, the over-specialization problem. To well 
understand the task (e.g., research issues, treatments for a diagnosed condition of disease, and etc.) 
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they faced, researchers usually have to go through the literature on the domain of task they are 
working on. Therefore, we propose RTDR technique by exploiting the reference information to 
recommend subject-relevant documents. Specifically, RTDR takes the references relevant to the focal 
user’s documents of interest as a basis and analyze the latent topics within them for assessing whether 
documents are suitable to be recommended. A document is worthy being recommended if it discusses 
the important reference topics. As shown in Figure 1, the process of RTDR technique comprises three 
phases, including (1) feature extraction; (2) topic discovery; and (3) recommendation. In the following, 
we detail the design of each phase in the proposed RTDR technique. 

 

Feature 
Extraction

Topic Discovery

Topics in 
Abstracts of 
References

Documents 
of Interest

Recommendation

Recommending
Documents

Literature 
Database

 
Figure 1. Overall Process of RTDR Technique  

Feature Extraction 

The purpose of feature extraction is to extract features (i.e., nouns and noun phrases) from the 
abstracts of the references cited by the user’s documents of interest. The feature extraction phase is 
composed of literature retrieval and preprocessing steps. In the literature retrieval step, title of each 
reference will be parsed and used to retrieve their respective abstract from the literature database. In 
the preprocessing step, we use the rule-based part of speech tagger proposed by Brill (1994) to tag 
each word in the target abstract corpus and follow Voutilainen (1993) to develop a noun phrase parser 
for extracting nouns and noun phrases from each syntactically tagged abstract. Subsequently, the 
extracted nouns or noun phrases that belong to stopwords will be removed; otherwise, it will be 
stemmed to its base form. 

Topic Discovery 

The topic discovery phase is to discover the latent topics existing in the abstracts of all references and 
the representative features (or terms) in each topic. The cited references are generally highly relevant 
to the citing paper and the topics among them can be diverse. To discover the topics inherent in the 
references could help identify the subjects or fields associated with the focal user’s documents of 
interest, by which we might be able to accordingly assess and recommend subject-relevant documents 
for the focal user. In this study, we adopt LDA to discover the topics inherent in the references. The 
LDA is a generative probabilistic model for collections of discrete data such as text corpora. The basic 
assumption of LDA is that documents are represented as random mixtures over latent topics, where 
each topic is characterized by a distribution over words. LDA assumes the topic distribution being 
a Dirichlet prior. A topic has probabilities of generating various words used to classify and interpret 
the topic, while a word may appear in several topics with different probability in each topic (Blei et al., 
2003; Blei, 2012). Specifically, given a set of i documents D, LDA discovers from them a set of j topics 
T, and each of which consisted of a set of k relevant words with its probability wjk. In addition, LDA 
also derives the probability θij of topic tj in documents di. For exampel, there are three documents d1, 
d2, and d3. Table 1 shows the resultant topics discovered by LDA in them and the probability of each 
topic in document d1. In the study, we derived the overall probability for a specific topic by average its 
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probability attained across all documents. That’s, the overall probability of topic t1 is calculated as φ1 

= Avg 
i=1

 
||D||

(θi). 

Table1. Example of Probabilities of Discovered Topics Relevant to Document Set D 

Topic θ Words in Topic w 

t1 0.407 
recommend 
collaboration 
filter 

0.10 
0.20 
0.05 

t2 0.103 
ontology 
approach 
survey 

0.06 
0.04 
0.05 

t3 0.184 
ontology 
target 
system 

0.07 
0.30 
0.22 

Recommendation 

In recommendation phase, RTDR generates a list of candidate documents that may be relevant to the 
focal user’s documents of preference. At previous phase, our proposed RTDR technique discovered 
reference topics and represented user’s preference as a set of weighted topics where each topic 
comprises a set of weighted topic-related words (or features). We also represented each document in 
the literature database into the set of discovered topics and assigned the weight of each topic in a 
specific document by the cosine similarity between the probabilities of words in the topic and their 
frequencies in the document. Finally, RTDR determines the score of each document in the literature 
database by analyzing the similarity between the discovered reference topics and the topics in it. For 
example, assume that the term frequency of word “recommend”, “ontology”, and “filter” in document 
d is 1, 2, and 4, respectively. The weight of topic t1 in document d is calculated as 

1*0.1+0+4*0.05
 12+0+42* 0.12+0.22+0.052

 = 0.318 and that of topic t2 and topic t3 are 0.684 and 0.185. While 

the weight of each topic in a document is calculated, the RTDR then determines its recommendation 
score by measuring the cosine similarity between discovered reference topics and topics in the 

document. The score is calculated as 0.407*0.318+0.103*0.684+0.184*0.185
 0.4072+0.1032+0.1842* 0.3182+0.6842+0.1852

 = 0.657. 

Finally, the documents with the top-k highest score will be recommended. 

Experimental Evaluation 

Data collection 

This study recruited 30 graduate students who are major in information systems and working on their 
master’s thesis. Each of the participants was asked to select 25 important research articles from the 
reference list of his or her own thesis and label five of them as the most important references. We tried 
to collect the title and abstract of these research articles and that of their respective references. 
Because of the overlap and the unavailability, we finally collected a total of 741 research articles and 
2343 references cited by the collected articles. 

Performance Measure 

Four evaluation metrics, including precision, recall, reciprocal rank (RR) (Deshpande & Karypis, 
2004), and average precision (AP) (Chowdhury, 2010) are adopted to evaluate the performance of the 

investigated recommendation techniques. Precision and recall is defined as |RA|
|TR| and |RA|

|TA| where 

|RA| is the number of recommended articles that are in the gold standard, |TR| is the total number of 
articles that the investigated technique recommends, and |TA| is the total number of articles in the 
gold standard. Because precision and recall rates are set-based metrics, we further adopted reciprocal 
rank (RR) and average precision (AP) to examine the effectiveness of the investigated techniques in 
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recommendation ranking. The RR is similar to uninterpolated precision (Deshpande & Karypis, 2004) 
and is defined as the sum of the reciprocal rank of all correct answers. For a query q, the value of 
reciprocal rank is 1/iq, where iq is the position of the relevant results for q; the value of reciprocal rank 
is zero if no relevant result exists. The AP metric takes into consideration the ranking and the position 

of the recommended articles and is defined as r∈R
∑ P(r)

|R|  where, R is the order list of recommended 

articles that are in the gold standard, |R| is the total number of articles in R, and P(r) is the order of r 
in the list over its recommended ranking. For example, assume 20 articles are recommended; among 
which, four articles a, b, c, d match user’s preference and their ranking is 1, 2, 4, 10 in the list of 
recommendations. We thus can get P(a)=1/1, P(b)=2/2, P(c)=3/4, P(d)=4/10, and 
AP=(1+1+0.75+0.4)/4=0.7875. 

Experiment design 

We design an experiment to evaluate the effectiveness of our proposed RTDR recommendation 
technique. The five most important research articles (with their references) chosen by each participant 
are taken as his/her preference profile (i.e., the training set of documents) and the remaining 20 
research articles are viewed as the gold standard; i.e., the articles that RTDR technique have to 
identify from the collective research articles and make appropriate recommendations. Because our 
study intends to examine the effects of reference information, and thus, we adopt as the performance 
benchmark the traditional content-based recommender system (CBRS), which make document 
recommendations by analyzing the similarity of representative features (terms) between the user 
preference profile and the document to be recommended. Finally, the overall performance of each 
technique is calculated by the average performance across the 30 subjects. 

Parameter Setting 

This study uses JGibbLDA, an open source software, to conduct LDA analysis (Phan & Nguyen, 2006). 
JGibbLDA adopts Gibbs sampling estimation to develop the topic model of the selected documents. A 
number of parameters need to be set in JGibbLDA, including the number of topics, the number of 
terms in a topic, hyper-parameters α and β. The output of JGibbLDA is a text file, which contains 
word-topic and topic-document distributions (Blei et al., 2003; Griffiths & Steyvers, 2004; Griffiths & 
Steyvers, 2004). The parameter setting of JGibbLDA we adopted in this study is shown in Table 2. 

Table 2. Parameter Setting for JGibbLDA 

Parameter Format Description Value 
-alpha double LDA hyper-parameter alpha 10 
-beta double LDA hyper-parameter beta 0.1 (default) 
-ntopics int Num. of topics 5 
-savestep int The step at which the LDA model is saved to hard disk 200 (default) 
-twords int Num. of most likely words for each topic 20 
-niters int Num. of Gibbs sampling iterations to continue estimating 2,000 (default) 

Evaluation Results  

As shown in Table 3, our proposed RTDR outperforms CBRS across all performance metrics. However, 
the precision and the recall achieved by both techniques don’t seem to arrive at a satisfying level. The 
RTDR attained significantly higher scores thank traditional CBRS technique in the two 
ranking-relevant metrics; i.e., reciprocal rank and average precision. The results of RR and AP suggest 
that the RTDR usually can get the first hit after the third recommendation; while CBRS gets the first 
hit after the sixth recommendation. Overall, the performance of the RTDR technique is advantageous 
over that of traditional CBRS technique. The RTDR can make better recommendations and 
recommend more documents that fit researchers’ needs. 
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Table 3. Comparative Evaluation Results 

 CBRS RTDR 
Precision 0.097 0.147 
Recall 0.099 0.151 
Reciprocal Rank 0.167 0.382 
Average Precision 0.086 0.238 

Conclusion 

This study proposed a reference topic-based document recommendation technique based on the 
user’s preference documents and the reference information in them. Our proposed RTDR technique 
adopts LDA approach to discover the topics from the references and make recommendations on the 
basis of the reference topics. The experimental results indicated that RTDR outperformed the 
traditional CBRS technique. The topics discovered by LDA approach from titles and abstracts of the 
academic articles and their references can improve the performance of the recommender system.  

There are few limitations that may influence the overall generalizability of this study. In this 
experiment, only journal articles are collected and used. In addition to the journal articles, articles 
from conferences, book chapters, newspapers, or website materials shall also be considered. As a 
result, the performance of the recommender system can be improved and its range can be expanded if 
these articles are complete gathered. In addition, this study aims to construct a recommender system 
for academic research articles; therefore, the participants recruited are who familiar with the 
academic research. There will have various applications if participants from distinct domains are 
recruited and there will have more interesting potential topics.        
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